your strategic life continues at Fordham.

Organizational Leadership
Providing students with the real-world skills needed by managers and supervisors across all industries
Are you a natural leader?

Looking for management skills that won’t pin you down to one specific industry?

The Fordham School of Professional and Continuing Studies’ program in Organizational Leadership offers you the universal skills required to be an effective manager in any field.

Whether your passion lies in business, the arts, government, or the non-profit sector, this bachelor’s degree program will familiarize you with essential organizational functions, including

- Effective communications with your employees and the public
- Strategic planning, including budgeting and legal issues
- Human resource management
- Critical thinking skills that allow you to adapt and change

The program—which is rooted in Fordham University’s acclaimed liberal arts curriculum—provides an alternative to specialty-oriented majors and to business programs that focus heavily on finance. Guest speakers lecture on relevant topics periodically throughout the year.

Learn more at pcs.fordham.edu/leadership